
Datacenter Modernization

Datacenter Services

The Datacenter Services 

portfolio of offerings 

provides optimization and 

modernization of data 

centers to help customers 

reduce costs, improve 

service levels, and drive 

business agility.

Datacenter Modernization

With support for Windows Server 2003 and Windows Server 2003 R2 ending in 2015, it 

is important that organizations begin planning and preparing for an upgrade path 

that meets the unique needs of their business.

Upgrading to a new operating system (OS) or modernizing and application can 

present a complex undertaking for enterprises. Determining the approach that best 

meets their organization’s needs is only the beginning of an arduous journey that 

could potentially introduce a lot of risk into the IT environment such as 

implementation failures, unexpected downtime and improper personnel training.  

One of the most important aspects to consider when implementing a new OS are the 

applications. Upgrading to a new operating system can potentially impact hundreds, if 

not thousands of applications. 

With a multitude of applications built specifically for a certain environment, improperly 

moving to a new OS could pose a threat to an organization’s vital functionality. Errors 

made during a mismanaged application migration to a new OS could bring down 

mission critical and line of business applications, effectively crippling an enterprise. It is 

important that organizations apply a well thought out strategic approach when 

implementing a new OS so that all applications are properly transitioned to the new 

platform.

To help mitigate the risks of adopting a new OS, Microsoft Consulting Services has 

created the Datacenter Modernization offering. This offering helps  help enterprise 

organizations discover, assess, plan, and deliver a strategy for modernizing their 

Datacenter operating system platform from Windows Server 2003. 

The Datacenter Modernization offering helps organizations determine what approach 

to take to modernize their applications when deploying a new OS. These approaches 

include: rehosting, refactoring,  revising, rebuilding, replacing, retiring or remain.
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For more information about Consulting and Support solutions from Microsoft, contact your 
Microsoft Services representative or visit www.microsoft.com/services

Datacenter Modernization
Scope 

This offering from Microsoft Services is split into three different and distinct phases: 

Phase 1: Discovery

In this phase, Microsoft consultants work with you to perform a discovery of which applications 

within your environment reside on Windows Server 2003 systems, and to prepare a discovery 

report and vision / scope for the remaining phases of the engagement.

Phase 2: Assessment and Planning

In the assessment phase, Microsoft consultants work with you to assess your applications, 

through the use tools and gathering information from application owners. This allows Microsoft 

to make recommendations for migrating these applications to the new platform. 

Phase 3: Migration

In the migration phase, Microsoft consultants help your organization plan and migrate 

applications, identified during the discovery and assessment phases, that are suitable for 

“rehosting” to a newer version of Windows Server.

Why Microsoft Consulting Services?

We are the strategy, consulting, and support division of Microsoft. We help businesses and 
partners around the world achieve a greater return on their investment on Microsoft products 
and technologies by helping plan, deploy, and run the IT initiatives that deliver the most business 
value.

DEEP EXPERTISE: we offer the deepest expertise in designing, implementing, and supporting 
Microsoft solutions. Our cross-industry experience, backed by our global network of tools and 
resources, strengthens both the depth and breadth of the expertise that we offer. Our deep 
knowledge of Microsoft products and firsthand experience with thousands of businesses in all 
industry verticals around the world allow us to deliver proactive and world-class services.

COLLABORATION: we provide an effective, collaborative approach, beginning with architecture 
planning and road maps for implementation of company-wide technology. We work directly with 
partners and IT staff to provide seamless integration and deployment. Our hands-on training and 
knowledge transfer on the latest technologies from Microsoft’s product groups help increase IT 
staff expertise and improve alignment between business goals and IT investments.

FULL LIFECYCLE: we help provide stability and continual optimization through every stage of the 
IT lifecycle by engaging at every level to understand business needs. Our end-to-end approach 
validates that our solutions fulfill customers’ needs, increase performance, and reduce risk. We 
help optimize current IT investments, and we advise on technologies and services that support 
our customers’ current and future IT needs.

Lower your risk of operating an 
unsupported environment 
(Windows Server 2003)

Prepare to leverage the latest in 
cloud technology 

Gain insights into the resources 
needed to modernize legacy 
systems to help drive down costs 
and improve service levels

Learn how to operate at higher 
service levels, leveraging private 
and hybrid cloud capabilities

Key Benefits


